
Lesson 6b 

Sower and the Seed 
TEXT Luke 8:4-15 

SUPPLEMENTAL SCRIPTURES Matthew 13:23; Acts 2:41; I Thessalonians 2:13; I Peter 
2:2; II Peter 1 :5,6 

--

OBJECTIVE The students will be able to liken the four types of 
ground to the spiritual receptivity of those who hear the 
Word of God. 

MEMORY VERSE Thy word have I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin 
against thee. - Psalm 119:11 

MEMORY VERSE SONG 
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heart, that I might not sin -a-gainst thee. 

MEMORY VERSE IN ACTION 
THY WORD - hands in front like a book 
HAVE I HID IN MINE - bring hands up toward body, 
touch chest 
HEART - with index fingers draw a heart shape over 
own heart 
THAT I MIGHT NOT - point to self, shake head "no" 
SIN - make fists with index fingers pointing to each 
other and then to self, shake your head no 
AGAINST THEE - point up 

MEMORY VERSE VISUALIZED 
Make a large heart and print the memory verse on it. 
Then cut it in irregular shapes and sizes and hide the 
pieces. Have the class find the pieces and then put the 
heart together as they learn the verse. Discuss hiding 
God's Word in our hearts and how to do so; i.e., read
ing the Bible, being in Sunday school, etc. 

BIBLE LESSON OUTLINE 
Introduction: Begin your class session by showing your 

students a handful of seed. Ask them what needs to be 
done to this seed to make it grow. They will respond 
that it must be planted. 
1 . Jesus told a story about seeds and planting. 
2. The seeds fell by the wayside, on stony ground, 
among thorns, and on good ground. 
3. The results were dependent upon the type of 
ground. 
4. Jesus compared the types of ground to those who 
hear the Word of God. 
Climax: Those who hear the Word of God and keep it 
are like the good ground. 
Conclusion: If we want to be fruit-bearing Christians, 
we must be hearers and doers of God's Word. 
Response: Your students will be able to parallel the 
types of ground to the receptivity of those who hear 
God's Word. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Prior to the time this parable was spoken by Jesus, He 
had used word pictures but this was His first complete 
parable. In fact, from this point in Christ's ministry until 
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